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Abstract
Adaptive control of nonlinear mechanical systems with a novel dual-ducted UAV as the case
study is considered in this thesis. At the outset, the equations governing the dynamics of the
UAV are extracted. Various dynamical traits of the UAV are scrutinized and mathematically
modeled. The dynamics of the UAV is highly nonlinear and not originally in the control-affine
form. Therefore, a change of variables is proposed to transform the dynamic equations into the
control-affine form. It is assumed that the system is subject to unknown disturbances.
Furthermore, a nonlinear controller is designed to enable the UAV to follow desired trajectories.
Since unknown time-varying disturbances are imposed on the system, the designed controller
must be robust to handle such disturbances. Thus, the controller is modified in order to reject any
unknown but bounded disturbance. Unlike previous nonlinear robust methods applied to this
UAV, the asymptotic stability of the controller in the presence of unknown disturbance is
analytically demonstrated. The controller enables the UAV to follow any desired translational
and rotational trajectory and also accounts for a range of unknown disturbances. Finally, several
computerized simulations are conducted to verify the analytical results.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
UAV stands for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, which flies with no on-board human pilot. Due to
their abundant applications, UAVs stand out among all other unmanned vehicles such as UGVs
(Unmanned Ground Vehicles). UAVs have numerous military and civil applications, and are
mainly employed where the peril of using piloted aircraft is profound. Applications of UAVs
range from commercial, aerial surveillance, domestic policing, oil exploration, to remote sensing,
and armed attack.
UAVs can be either autonomous or semi-autonomous. In the autonomous version, electronic
hardware as well as a computer software act as the vehicle's brain to enable it to accomplish its
missions. However, in the semi-autonomous version, a human pilot controls the vehicle using a
remote controller. Due to stunning capabilities of autonomous UAVs, and considering the fact
that growing usage of such vehicles can highly reduce human casualties, autonomously
controlled UAV are increasingly utilized.
In 1916, the first unmanned aerial vehicle was introduced by A. M. Low. In 1935, the Hewitt Sperry Automatic Airplane was developed by Reginald Denny [1]. Nazi Germany made a variety
of UAVs during the technology competition of World War 2. Moreover, the United States army
got also involved by adopting Model 1001, manufactured by Beechcraft [1].
The genesis of the U.S. UAVs was in 1959 with the objective of precluding losing pilots in
precarious environments [2]. The first modern UAV was made by Israel in 1973, and she was the
first country to employ UAVs as an electronic warfare and also for real-time surveillance [3].
With the available technology in the 80s and 90s, the U.S. started to invest in UAVs more
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seriously. The U.S. navy bought the AAI Pioneer UAV which was the product of the
collaboration of the American AAI Corporation and Israeli Mazlat. The U.S. used many of its
UAVs in the gulf war. Consequently, considerable abilities of these vehicles such as a high
agility, and distinguished combat capabilities were appreciated in practical situations.
It was claimed in a report published in 2013 that UAVs are currently used by more than 50
countries for a variety of different purposes [4]. As concisely mentioned earlier, UAVs have
numerous applications which can be classified into the five following categories [5]:
1. Target and Decoy:
Such UAVs are employed for the simulation of enemy aircraft and missile.
2. Reconnaissance:
These UAVs are used for battlefield intelligence purposes.
3. Combat:
Such UAVs have attack capabilities and mainly used in highly dangerous missions.
4. Research and development:
Utilized to enhance UAV technologies.
5. Civil and Commercial:
Such UAVs are merely designed to be employed for civil and commercial applications.
Alternatively, UAVs can also be stratified based on performance characteristics. Some essential
performance characteristics of UAVs can be listed as follows [6]:
1. Weight
2. Endurance and Range
3. Maximum Altitude
2

4. Wing Loading
5. Engine Type
6. Power/Thrust Loading
The distinctive facets accentuating UAVs compared to other unmanned vehicles can be
summarized to reasons such as operational purposes, used materials, cost and advancement of
control systems. Unconventionality of the design basis can be pointed out as an appealing aspect
of new UAVs. Therefore, many research groups tend to make their own aerial vehicle in
accordance with their own goals and desires.

Tilt-rotor vehicles are examples of these

unconventional aerial vehicles, developed by both small research groups and gigantic aerial
Corporations. As examples of products of large aerial corporations, Bell’s Eagle Eye [7],
Boeing’s V22 Osprey [8] can be mentioned. Moreover, Campaign University’s BIROTAN [9],
Arizona State University’s HARVee [10], are examples of small UAVs. Due to a high degree of
maneuverability and controllability, tilting-rotor UAVs have attracted increasing attention
recently. Chiba University QTW UAV [11], Boeing’s V44 [12], are two examples of this type.
However, most of these vehicles lack independent tilting capability of each rotor about two
separate axes. As a consequence, vehicle’s degree of controllability diminishes, and its ability to
operate complex missions is compromised.
1.1 Introducing the dual-ducted vertical take-off and landing UAV
As seen in Fig (1), the investigated UAV is dual-ducted in which each duct can tilt about two
lateral and longitudinal axes. The tilting capability of the ducts about the lateral axis leads to a
unique property providing more controllable inputs to the UAV. As well known, a rotating blade
produces a moment in the opposite direction of rotation. Therefore, multi-ducted flying vehicles
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such as quad-rotors are assembled such that two fans rotate clock-wise while the remaining two
rotate counterclockwise. Thus, the mentioned moments produced by ducts are counteracted. The
statement holds true even if the ducts have longitudinal tilting angles. However, such a moment
is not eliminated as the ducts tilt about the lateral axis. Hence, an extra pitching moment is
applied to the UAV which gives an additional control input. Therefore, the system becomes
fully-actuated with no zero dynamics, and can be controlled completely (A mechanical system
with a lower number of control inputs than configuration variables is an under-actuated system).
Nevertheless, the dynamics of the UAV is highly nonlinear and complex, which makes the
design problem a challenging task.

Figure 1. tilting Dual-ducted UAV [13]

The physical characteristics of the investigated UAV are as:
The mass is approximately 6.5 kg; the length of the UAV is 1.72 m; the width is 1.16m. Other
parameters will be presented in the subsequent chapters where the dynamics of the system is
scrutinized comprehensively.
4

1.2 Problem Statement
Adaptive nonlinear robust control of a novel dual-ducted vertical take-off and landing UAV is
considered in this thesis. The investigated aerial vehicle in this thesis is a unique UAV design to
exhibit profound maneuverability. As explained concisely in the previous section, the vehicle
utilizes a novel mechanism enabling the ducted fans to tilt about two independent lateral and
longitudinal axes. Consequently, gyroscopic moments are produced and applied to the UAV.
Additionally, an extra pitching moment originated from lateral tilting angles of the ducts is also
generated [13]. Such a pitching moment doesn’t exist in any other UAVs of this type, and
provides an additional control input to the system. Thus, the under-actuated characteristic of this
class of aerial vehicles is resolved. As a consequence, the UAV becomes sufficiently
maneuverable to accomplish sophisticated missions, requiring a great deal of agility such as
pitched hover.
Although the dynamics of the UAV is highly complex, coupled and nonlinear, its novel design
enables it to carry out tracking missions requiring a high level of maneuverability. On account of
significant nonlinearity, a nonlinear approach must be considered to achieve a large valid
operating region. Moreover, due to the presence of intense aerodynamic phenomena imposed on
the UAV, the system is subject to external disturbances, which must be addressed as well. These
were motivations to consider an adaptive nonlinear robust controller for this system. Some of the
challenges arising due to a unique configuration of the UAV can be listed as follows:
1. High degree of coupling between the system’s states and control inputs (The system is
not naturally in the control-affine form).
5

2. High degree of nonlinearity which makes it preposterous to consider a linear approach.
3. External disturbances.
4. Natural instability
Given the above explanation, designing a nonlinear controller for the UAV enabling complex
maneuvers is considered. Such a controller should be structured precisely to handle all dynamic
complications of the system. Furthermore, the controller needs to be robust to a wide range of
known and unknown disturbances. Therefore, an adaptive nonlinear robust controller needs to be
considered as the design approach for the system. Such a controller can capacitate the UAV to
adapt to unknown and varying phenomena in order to accomplish its missions accurately.
As explained earlier, due to the system’s complexity, the dynamic equations are not originally in
the control-affine form. Therefore, the first problem to be addressed is to find a change of
variables turning the system into the control-affine form. To do such, new control inputs need to
be defined appropriately. Consequently, a set of nonlinear equations raised from the change of
variables must be solved subsequently to find a mapping from the new control input to the actual
one.
As the next step, a nonlinear controller will be designed to enable the UAV to follow desired sixdimensional trajectories. The problem with some other UAVs such as quad rotors is their underactuated natures. However, the novel design of the investigated UAV makes the system fullyactuated. Therefore, designing a nonlinear controller utilizing all capacities of the UAV can
allow any desired translational and rotational tracking simultaneously. Such a controller must be
also robust to disturbances to account for factors such as aerodynamic phenomena and so forth.
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A difficulty arising from some nonlinear robust strategies is a compromised stability. That is,
they provide a ball of stability instead of an asymptotic one. However, the asymptotic stability is
a crucial factor in designing controllers for UAVs. It is because that a slight amount of deviation
from desired trajectories can be catastrophic. Thereby, an Adaptive nonlinear robust controller
guaranteeing the asymptotic stability for any desired trajectory will be proposed for this system.
1.3 Goal
The goal of the current thesis to be achieved are listed as follows
1. Overcoming dynamic challenges of the UAV: Stemming from the uniqueness of the
design, there exists a great degree of coupling in the dynamic equations of the UAV. As
the first goal, it will be tried to remove the coupling between controllable variables and
system’s state. Consequently, the dynamic system will be suitable and prepared for
controlling purposes.
2. Designing controllers providing an asymptotic stability: Due to the nature of mission
carried out by flying vehicles, accuracy is a must. The concepts of accuracy and
asymptotic stability are bonded together in sense of control. Thus, it is vital to any
controller designed for UAVs to provide an asymptotic stability in order to accomplish
mission precisely. On the contrary, the previously robust methods applied to such a UAV
don’t offer an asymptotic stability [14]. This can be highly precarious since a tinge of
error and deviation from desired can cause considerable problems. As one of the goals of
this thesis is to resolve the mentioned issue and design controllers offering asymptotic
stability.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
The arrangement of the current thesis is as follows:
A literature review of adaptive control, linear and nonlinear control and control schemed to use
for unmanned aerial vehicles is presented in the second chapter.
In the third chapter, the dynamics equations of the UAV are extracted comprehensively and
shown that the system is not in the control-affine form. Further, a change of variable is
introduced to turn the system’s equations into the control-affine form. Finally, a mapping form
the new control variable to the actual control variable is presented.
The fourth chapter presents three control strategies for the UAV. The first proposed controller
does not account for disturbances. However, this issue is obviated in the second proposed
controller. The second controller lacks asymptotic stability, which is addressed in the final
proposed controller. Several computerized simulations are also included to verify the analytical
results.
Finally, in chapter 5, a list of future works and contributions are provided, and their importance
is briefly discussed.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The literature review presented throughout this section is broken down into two parts. At first, a
review on nonlinear control theory is presented. Furthermore, previous studies on different
control strategies utilized for UAV are investigated.
2.1

Review of Linear And Nonlinear Control Theory

On account of numerous applications of mechanical systems in various life’s aspects, control of
mechanical systems is considered to be one of the most dynamic research fields. Euler and
Lagrange in the 1700s evolved the study of mechanical systems. Later on, control of mechanical
systems was brought up in 1850s to address the steam engines regulation problem. Due to a
diversity of industrial, scientific and military applications, comprehensive theoretical and
experimental analysis has been conducted on control of mechanical systems in the past century.
The genesis of different fields of control theory such as linear control, optimal control, adaptive
control, nonlinear control, and more lately robust control is a consequence of those efforts. As all
real-life mechanical systems are virtually subject to uncertainties, the creation of the robust
control enriched the control theory and improved its practical facet. Aerospace vehicles and
robotics systems with the potential to browse the surface of other planets have been the most
motivating sources of investigation of both mechanical and nonlinear systems. A behemoth of
effort has been put to enhance nonlinear control theory in the past 50 years. As the results of
these efforts, Control of Multi-body systems [15], and also the advent of some essential concepts
such as controllability and observability for nonlinear system in the control-affine form can be
mentioned [16].
9

Most of the actual process such as chemical, electrical and mechanical are intrinsically nonlinear
and cannot be accurately controlled by linear controllers. Therefore, an effective nonlinear
controller, precisely design based on dynamical requirements of such systems must be employed.
A fair portion of research on nonlinear control systems has concentrated on nonlinear systems
expressed by nonlinear ordinary differential equations. As salient examples, state feedback
control [17], [18], [19], [20]; output feedback control [21], [22], [23], [24]; controllers for
systems subject to time-delay [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]; nonlinear model predictive control [30],
[31], [32], [33], [34]. Although most of the mentioned achievements were theoretical, a myriad
of practical applications in diverse aspects of nonlinear control theory have been reported as
well. Empirical applications of the nonlinear model predictive control [35]; experimental
applications of the sliding mode control [36], and application of nonlinear robust control [37] are
only a few examples these practical achievements.
Apart from nonlinear characteristics of many actual processes, the presence of time-varying
uncertainties and external disturbances was an important issue to be addressed. Such factors not
only can exacerbate the closed-loop performance, but also can cause instability. Adaptive
nonlinear control was adopted to tackle constant uncertainties and satisfy tracking purposes [38],
[39], [40], [41] [42]. However, many of these proposed nonlinear adaptive controllers confront
difficulties to cope with time-varying unknown uncertainties. To obviate the problem,
Lyapunov’s direct method was adopted for systems fulfilling the matching condition
(Uncertainties must be injected into the system through the same channel as inputs do) [43].
Nevertheless, the matching condition is not satisfied in many actual processes, and uncertainties
enter the systems through different channels from those of control inputs. To address the
restrictive matching condition, backstepping method was conceived [44], [45], [46]. At the same
10

time, a system must be in the so-called strict feedback form to utilize backstepping method.
Therefore, such a method cannot be used for every uncertain system. Another issue arising from
many nonlinear control designs is a required assumption of zero dynamics. The assumption
implies that states of the system stay bounded when the control signal vanishes. Such an
assumption gets especially accentuated and problematic in coping with under-actuated systems.
It is notable that mechanical systems with a lower number of control inputs than configuration
variables can be classified as under-actuated systems. The presence of under-actuated systems in
numerous applications ranging from aerospace systems, robotics, to flexible systems has made
this area of nonlinear control theory of great importance. Enormous significant research work has
been conducted on designing controllers for under-actuated systems [47], [48], [49]. However,
due to mathematical complexity, and cumbersome complications stemming from natural traits of
such systems, the area is still dynamic and open.
2.1.1

Review of Adaptive Control

The issue of designing high-performance controllers for uncertain plants has received a great
attention recently. Among different adopted methods, adaptive control is considered to be one of
the most effective schemes, applicable to a broad range of linear and nonlinear systems.
Adaptive controllers are able to enhance the performance of systems in satisfying goals such as
output tracking, stability and so on. Significant theoretical and practical achievements such as
betterment of system tracking and proof of global stability have been made in the past few
decades in adaptive control. One of the paramount reasons, posing adaptive control as an
effective and important control scheme is its ability to control uncertain systems during
operations.
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The process of designing an adaptive controller can be broken down into two parts: 1. Parameter
estimation which is a process estimating uncertainties of the plant; 2. A control law which uses
the estimation of unknown parameters provided by the estimator to enable the plant to achieve
defined goals.
In the beginning, adaptive controllers were employed to address linear time invariant systems
(LTI) subject to uncertainties [50], [51]. Narendra et. al. developed an adaptive controller for LTI
systems of relative degree one [52]. Monopoly suggested the context of augmented error [53],
and later, the problem for LTI systems of relative degree r  2 , where r stands for the relative
degree, (the relative degree in linear systems is defined as the difference between the number
poles from the numbers of zeros) was solved [54]. Employing the mentioned methods in
practical cases illuminated that such adaptive controllers can cause instability. The instability
actually originates from growth of parameter error [55]. As a consequence, it was realized that
new strategies must be exploited to guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system. One way to
achieve such stability is to utilize appropriate inputs. The second way is to render a modified
leading to stabilizing adaptive laws. Narendra and Annaswamy showed that the degree of
persistent excitation can be used as a determining factor to assess whether the system is robust to
a particular disturbance [56]. As mentioned earlier, another way proposed to achieve the closedloop stability is to modify the adaptive law. It can be done in several ways such as using a dead
zone [57], [58];   modification in which an extra term is added to the adaptive law [59].
Despite the good performance of such techniques, the asymptotic stability was not achieved in
the presence of disturbance. To resolve the mentioned disadvantage,   modification was
developed [60].
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Unfavorable transient behavior can be mentioned as a downside of adaptive controllers. It stems
from the fact that the estimation of unknown parameters is not completed in the transient phase.
Therefore, the system can exhibit unclear behavior. Some strategies have been utilized recently
to address this problem. Krstic et. al. employed a backstepping-based adaptive control to address
the issue of the transient performance [61]. However, they assumed an ideal situation with no
disturbances. Ikhouane et. al. improved the method to apply it to non-ideal cases with unmodled
dynamics and bounded disturbances [62]. Among other methods used to tackle the transient
performance, variable structure control [63]; a combination of direct, indirect variable structure
control [64] can be listed. Nevertheless, these methods cannot guarantee the transient behavior,
and the problem is still open.
A large number of successful linear methods have been exploited for controlling uncertain
systems. However, in coping with systems subject to non-smooth and discontinuous
nonlinearities such as dead zones, backlash, Coulomb friction and saturation, using nonlinear
adaptive schemes seems to be a necessity. The reason is due to the invalidity of linearized
models extracted from such nonlinear systems. Therefore, an increasing attention has been paid
to nonlinear adaptive controllers in the past thirty years. Issues associated with non-smooth
nonlinearities are found in [65], [66], [67]. Backstepping was a new approach developed in the
early 90s which is a recursive method employing Lyapunov stability theory. To use this method,
the system must be in a specific form called strict feedback form, or at least should be
transformable into this form. If so, global or regional tracking and regulation are assured [68],
[69], [70]. However, some practical issues such as coping with nonsmooth nonlinearity still
remain unhandled in this method.
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When it comes to practical applications, control of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems
become absolutely important. However, designing controllers for such systems is challenging
due to the coupling between inputs and outputs. The problem gets even more complicated in
adaptive cases. There exists enormous work on adaptive control of nonlinear single-input singleoutput systems (SISO) in literature. On the other hand, not many results have been reported for
MIMO systems. Krstic et. al. proposed a backstopping strategy for MIMO nonlinear systems in
which they assumed there doesn’t exist any uncertainties in the matrix associated with the input
[71]. Presence of uncertainties in the matrix input compounds the problem extremely. Later on,
Yao et. al. proposed an adaptive method for MIMO nonlinear systems in semi-strict feedback
forms. Their work was an extension to the previous work [72], and could deal with more
complicated MIMO nonlinear systems.
As stated earlier, due to the practical values of adaptive controllers, and considering the uncertain
nature of real systems, adaptive control has attracted a great amount of attention recently.
Various combinations of intelligent methods such as neural network, fuzzy logic, etc., and
adaptive methods have been posed recently. These synthesized methods can address diverse
difficulties arising from adaptive control, such as adaptive control of MIMO systems, adaptive
control of systems subject to time-varying delay, and so on [73], [74], [75], [76].
Unmanned aerial vehicles can be noted as an example of complex uncertain systems, yet to be
introduced in the following section.
2.2

Review of UAVs Controlling Systems

In order for a UAV to carry out missions fully autonomously, a high-level control system is
required. As a result, UAVs get enabled to make decisions during accomplishing missions
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independently, without any human assistance. A diversity of control strategies ranging from
classical linear and nonlinear control, to intelligent methods such as fuzzy control and neural
network have been employed so far to control UAVs. However, most of the mentioned methods
have been used for helicopter-like aerial vehicles.
The previous works can be stratified into two main categories: i) stabilization, and ii) tracking
problems. In the first category, a control system is designed to stabilize all the system’s states
and return them to an equilibrium point in case of a perturbation and/or an initial condition.
However, in the tracking problem, a controller must be designed to enable the system to track a
desired trajectory as well as coping with any confronting obstacle. As it can be appreciated from
the definitions, the tracking problem is by far more complex issue inside which the stabilization
problem is also hidden.
In the subsequent sections, different control approaches adopted for UAVs for stabilization and
tracking purposes are introduced separately.
2.2.1

Linear and Nonlinear Control Approaches for UAVs

Many linear control methods such as LQR [77], [78]; PID controller [79]; LQ controller [80]
have been developed to control UAVs so far. Pounds et. al. Could stabilize the prototype X-4
using a linear controller [81]. They also employed a SISO controller to stabilize the attitude of a
Mark II prototype of quad-rotor [82]. It is worth mentioning that the prototype X-4 was exposed
to a step disturbance. Due to the existence of aerodynamic phenomena exerted on aerial vehicles,
they are naturally subject to external disturbances. Hence, a reliable controlling system handling
the varying nature of aerodynamics imposed on aerial vehicles needs to be considered. The
controller must account for factors such as vehicle’s configuration, speed, and working
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environment. Hoffman et. al. Investigated the effects of wind speed on a high-speed quad-rotor
[83]. Linear controllers revealed some extent of success in stabilizing UAVs. However, due to
the high-degree nonlinear dynamics of UAVs, and also the existence of complex aerodynamics,
such controllers didn’t show satisfactory performance in accomplishing tracking missions [83].
One of the successful linear controllers for path-tracking missions was presented by Hoffman et.
al [84]. The developed controller could manage to enable the UAV to follow line segments
connected with sequences of waypoints. The controller was also used experimentally, and the
tested UAV could follow determined paths with 10 cm and 50 cm tracking errors indoor and
outdoor, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, the results of linear methods such as PD, PD 2, PID, and LQR for
stabilizing purposes are quite satisfactory. However, besides the existence of restrictions on
operating velocities, these controllers don’t express a sufficiently acceptable performance in
coping with a variety of disturbances that UAVs are subject to.
A paramount issue arising from linearization of highly nonlinear systems such as UAVS is a
small valid operating region. As a nonlinear system is mostly linearized about a specific working
point, the results obtained from linear controllers are merely valid and reliable in a small
neighborhood about the operating point. Additionally, the size of valid neighborhood cannot be
determined. It is worth noting that the behavior of nonlinear systems represented by linear
equations can completely change outside of the valid region. Moreover, states of nonlinear
systems may approach a different equilibrium point’s domain of attraction, which can lead to
instability. The operating nature of UAVs requires a large operating region. Furthermore, due to
a great deal of disturbances applied to such vehicles, designing a nonlinear controller that can
address the highly nonlinear physics of these aerial vehicles seems to be imperative.
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Besides a larger valid operating region as a result of designing nonlinear controllers for UAVs
[85], they also can provide a satisfactory robustness to impulse disturbances [86], [87]. Many
nonlinear control methods have been applied to UAVs so far. For instance, nonlinear small gain
theorem [88] which was used as a stabilizer for a VTOL; later on, the results were developed by
Hauser which could satisfy tracking requirements [89]. Marconi developed a robust control
method for a VTOL to land on an oscillating deck ship [90]. He used an internal model-based
approach and accounted for uncertainties. Accounting for dynamic model uncertainties can be
absolutely challenging. As all actual systems are subject to uncertainties to some extent, adopting
control strategies taking uncertainties into account increases the practical values of the design.
Many control methods have been presented to cope with uncertainties in quad rotors. As
examples of those methods, direct adaptive control method [91] which accounts for model
uncertainties; backstepping method [92] which utilizes two neural networks to consider uncertain
aerodynamic phenomena; a synthesis of sliding mode control and a PID controller [93] at which
the system’s dynamics is subdivided into two parts of under-actuated and actuated and so forth.

As mentioned earlier, due to highly uncertain characteristics of UAVs, the importance of
designing robust controllers for such systems is stressed. The feedback linearization is a straightforward nonlinear design method using the system model for extracting control laws. Once a
system is feedback-linearized, a linear method can be employed [94], [95]. However, the
elimination of beneficial nonlinearities of nonlinear systems is a drawback to the method. That
is, some control effort is absurdly wasted to fight gainful nonlinearities. On the other hand, in
order to use this method, the model of the system must be highly accurate. It is because the
feedback linearization exploits the exact dynamics of the system [96]. This may adversely affect
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the controller performance when applied to systems with approximate available dynamics. Xie
et. al [97] synthesized the feedback linearization method with a PI controller to address this issue
and developed a robust controller with respect to model uncertainties. Hancer et. al [98]
presented a robust hovering control system accounting for model uncertainties stemming from
unmodeled aerodynamics. In order to incorporate aerodynamics disturbances, Hancer also
employed a disturbance observer [99]. Besbard et. al [100] also developed a sliding mode
disturbance observer which was robust to external disturbances, model uncertainties and actuator
failure. Mokhtari et. al. [101] proposed a robust dynamic feedback controller which showed a
satisfactory performance in the presence of wind perturbation and uncertainties.
2.2.2

Intelligent Approaches For UAVs

Among different attempts made to control UAVs, intelligent methods such as fuzzy controllers,
neural networks, and genetic algorithm constitute a considerable portion of the literature [102],
[103], [104], [105], [106].
One interesting aspect of many intelligence-based approaches is that different control methods
are synthesized to improve controller's performance. Kurnaz et. al. [107] presented an adaptive
neural-fuzzy inference system for controlling UAVs; later on, he improved his previous work
and developed three fuzzy logic modules to regulate the pitch, yaw, and roll angles to control a
UAV on a desired three-dimensional trajectory [108]. Shi et. al [109] developed an adaptive
controller utilizing neural network, fuzzy logic and hierarchical architecture theory [110]. He
proposed a new hybrid neuron-fuzzy-hierarchy to control and cope with highly nonlinear
dynamics of UAVs. Shengyi et. al. [111] developed an adaptive fuzzy PID controller to improve
the low performance of the traditional PID controllers for nonlinear time varying systems. Their
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controller exhibits a good self-adaptive capability in the low-altitude flight phase. Yeh et. al
[112] adopted an adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode approach for a mini UAV to fulfill tracking
purposes.

Most of the mentioned methods didn’t reveal a satisfactory performance in the presence of
highly time-varying disturbances. They mostly used simple disturbances such as impulse signals
in their simulations. Moreover, they mainly employed simple trajectories in the case of
accounting for model uncertainties. However, in order to accomplish aggressive and
sophisticated maneuvers, during which the system is subject to varying disturbances, a more
complex robust controller is required to be considered.
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Chapter 3: Dynamic Equations
In this chapter, an analytical model of a dual ducted tilting-fan UAV, expressed by a set of
ordinary differential equation is developed. The model will be subsequently utilized for
controller design purposes.
3.1

Introduction

Dynamics relate forces and moments to motions of massive bodies. Generally, the dynamical
motion of a rigid body is composed of three translational and three rotational motions. Two
essential issues mainly correspond to the investigation of the dynamics of a system: 1. What
forces and moments are needed for a system to move in a desired way? 2. How does a system
move once all the forces and moment are precisely determined?
The first problem which is also the simplest one is called direct dynamics. The second issue is
called inverse dynamics and is more complicated due to the integration of the equations of
motion. It can be also interpreted as a prediction since the future motion of a system is desired,
while the initial conditions are available.
All the dynamical characteristics of a system must be known and defined In order to extract the
dynamic equations. Therefore, the dynamic components of the considered UAV of this thesis
will be introduced and explained in the subsequent section.
One of the most pervasively used approaches to extract the dynamic equations of a system is the
momentum method, or more specifically, Euler–Newton equation. Thus the mentioned method is
employed to derive the dynamic equations of the UAV.
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3.2

Dynamics of the UAV

Figure 2. The dual ducted fans UAV [13]

As Mentioned earlier and seen in Fig (1), the considered UAV is a dual ducted fan in which each
ducts can tilt about two axis independently. The tilting angles are denoted by  i and  i ( i

 1, 2 for

the right and left ducts respectively) for the longitudinal and lateral tilting, respectively.
The system has six control inputs (two tilting angles for each ducts, and the angular velocities of
each fan), and also six states to be controlled (three translational and three rotational). As the
result, the system is fully actuated.
To derive the dynamic equations of the UAV, the following assumptions are made:
1. The UAV is symmetric and rigid.
2. The center of mass of the UAV is fixed.
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In order to extract the dynamic equations of the UAV, an inertia frame E   xn yn zn  , an
intermediate frame    x1 y1 z1  , and also a body-fixed frame B   xb yb zb  are defined (see Fig
(1)). According to Fig (2), the inertia frame can be transformed into the body-fixed frame using
, ,as follows
the Euler’s angles 
1. A rotation about the zn axis of the inertia frame by the angle  .
2. A rotation about the y1axis of the intermediate frame by the angle  .
3. A rotation about the xn axis of the body frame by the angle  .

Figure 3. Transformation from the inertia frame to the body frame

Therefore, the transformation matrix from the inertia frame to the body frame is calculated as
(3.1)

R(, , )  RRR

where
(3.2)

 cos  sin  0 


R    sin  cos  0 


0
1 
 0
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 cos  0  sin  


R   0
1
0 


 sin  0 cos  

(3.3)

1
0
0 


R   0 cos  sin  


 0  sin  cos  

(3.4)

which yields

cos  cos 
cos  sin 
 sin  



R(, , )    cos  sin   sin  sin  cos  cos  cos   sin  sin  sin  sin  cos  


 sin  sin   cos  sin  cos   sin  cos   cos  sin  sin  cos  cos  

(3.5)

where R(, , ) transforms any vector expressed with respect to the inertia frame into a vector
expressed in the body frame.
The angular momentum of the UAV in the body-fixed frame is calculated as below
(3.6)

h  Ip

where

   3 is

the angular velocity of the body frame; and Ip is the inertia matrix of the UAV,

defined in the body frame. Using the Newton-Euler equations, the following can be written
(3.7)

h  Tr

where Tr  3 stands for the external moments applied to the UAV.
h can be calculated as follows

(3.8)

    I p
h  I p 

Based on (3.8), the dynamic equations, governing the rotational motion of the UAV can be
shown as
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 x  (Izz  Iyy )y z  Trx
Ixx 

(3.9)

 y  (I xx  I zz )z x  Try
I yy 

(3.10)

 z  (I yy  I xx )x y  Trz
I zz 

(3.11)

where

 x
   y

 z

(3.12)








(3.13)

T 
 r x 

Tr  Try 


Tr z 

The angular velocity of the UAV can be also written in terms of Euler angles as follows
(3.14)

   z n   y1   xb

where as it’s been mentioned before,

, , 

are defined with respect to the inertia, intermediate

and body frames, respectively. In order to express the angular velocity of the UAV in the body
frame in terms of the Euler’s angles, the following transformations are used:
(3.15)

  
 0 
 0    
 x 
 
   


    R R  0   R      0 



  
 
 y 
 
   
  


0
0
 z
 
   

Thus, the relation between the angular velocity and the Euler’s angles is obtained as
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(3.16)


   
 sin   
 x  


      sin  cos    cos  


 y  
     cos  cos    sin  
 z 


which is equivalent to the following
(3.17)

  
 x 
    Jq
r
 y 
  
 z

where
1
0
 sin  



J   0 cos  sin  cos  


 0  sin  cos  cos  

(3.18)

  
 

qr    
 
  

(3.19)

Using (3.17), (3.8) can be rewritten as
(3.20)

d
h  I p Jqr   Jqr   I p Jqr 
dt

Adopting (3.7), (3.20) leads to the following
(3.21)

   I Jq  L q  T
I pJq
r
p r
c r
r

where


Lc    I

 I

0
z

 I x   cos  cos    sin  

x

 Iy

  sin  cos    cos  

I

z

 Iy

   cos    cos  cos    cos  sin    I
 I  I   sin  sin  
I
 I  I   cos  sin  
I
2

 Iy

z

z

y

x

y

Cr  3 is defined as below
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z

 Iy

x

 Iy

   sin  cos  cos   

  cos  cos  sin   

  sin  sin  cos   
2

(3.22)

(3.23)

Cr  I pJ  Lc

Employing (3.23), (3.21) turns into the following
(3.24)

Mr (qr )qr Cr (qr ,qr )qr  Tr

where
Mr  I pJ

(3.24) shows the equations governing the rotational dynamics of the UAV, expressed in terms of
the Euler’s angles.
Based on the Newton’s second law, the translational equations of the UAV with respect to the
inertia frame are simply achieved as follows
(3.25)

M t qt  G  Tt

where Tt  3 denotes the input generalized forces applied to the UAV’s center of gravity and
(3.26)

 X 
 

qt  Y 
 
 Z 

which expresses the position of the UAV’s center of gravity with respect to the inertia
frame, and
 m 0 0 


M t   0 m 0 


 0 0 m 

(3.27)

 0 
 

G   0 
 
 mg 

(3.28)
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m  

also stands for the UAV mass.

3.2.1

External Forces on the UAV

Figure 4. Frames’ configurations [13]

As observed in Fig (3), besides two previously defined frames of coordinates (inertia and body),
two new frames attached to each duct are also defined Di  xd yd zd  . The duct-attached
frames axis have the same directions for each duct. Therefore, there’s no need for them to be
distinguished.
For the sake of simplicity, the index i=1, 2, refers to the right and left rotors, respectively. For
instance, T1, r1, 1, 1 stand for the upward force generated by the right rotor, angular velocity of
the right rotor and the right’s rotor tilting angles, respectively. The same also goes for the left
rotor. The forces produced by the rotors can be transformed into the body frame by the two
following transformations
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(3.29)

 0 
 

FB   R R  0 
i
i 
i 1
T 
 i
2

where
0 sin i 

1
0 

0 cos i 

(3.30)

R

 cos 

i
  0

  sin i



 sin i 

cos i 

(3.31)

R

1
0


  0 cos i

 0 sin i

i

i

0

where FB  3 denotes the external forces, cranked out by both right and left rotors and is
expressed in the body frame; and Ti  cr 2i   is the upward force produced by the rotors; and
ri denotes

the angular velocities of the rotors (i  1, 2) .

(3.29) can be expanded to the following
(3.32)

 T sin  cos   T sin  cos  
 1
1
1
2
2
2 

FB  
T1 sin 1  T2 sin 2



T1 cos 1 cos 1  T2 cos 2 cos 2 

As it was mentioned earlier, FB is expressed in the body frame and also produces external
moments on the UAV which are expressed in the body frame as well. In order to complete the
right hand side of (3.25), FB is transformed into the inertia frame as follows
(3.33)

Tt  RT (, , )FB

Hence, (3.25) can be rewritten as
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(3.34)

M t qt  G t  Tt

(3.34) exhibits the equation governing the translational dynamics of the UAV with respect to the
inertia frame.
3.2.2 External Moments on the UAV
There are several factors generating external moments on the UAV which can be listed as
follows:
1. Gyroscopic moments: Gyroscopic moment is produced when a system with a rotating
component, rotates itself as a whole. For instance, the gyroscopic moment is generated
when one of the rotating rotors or both tilt.
2. Moments due to forces produced by the fans (lift and drag): Due to the distances of the
rotors from the aircraft’s center of gravity, the forces produced by the rotors can also
generate moments on the UAV
3. Reactionary moments: Reactionary moments are applied to the UAV as reactions to the
tilting moments exerted on the ducts.
There are also other effects applied to the UAV causing forces and moments such as
aerodynamic effects. In this thesis those effects will be taken account as external disturbances.
In order to extract the gyroscopic moments, the angular momentum of each rotor is required to
be first calculated. The vectors of angular momentums of the rotors, expressed in the frames
attached to the ducts can be achieved as follows
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(3.35)

 0 


hri   0 


 I r ri 

where hri  3 is the angular momentum vector of ducts, expressed in the duct-attached frame;
Ir , ri stand for the inertia moment and angular velocity of rotors, and (i  1, 2) denotes the right

and left rotors, respectively. Taking time-derivative of (3.35) yields
(3.36)

 0 
 0 







hri   0   i   0 




 I r  ri 
 I r ri 

where i  3 denotes the angular velocities of each duct due to the tilting angles  i and  i . The
vector i can be extracted in terms of  i and  i as
(3.37)

i   i y   i zd

where z d denote the z axis of the duct-attached frame;  i is expressed in the body frame, and  i
is expressed in the duct-attached frames. In order to obtain i in the duct-attached frame, the
following transformation is used

T

i  R

i

(3.38)

 0    
   i 
     0 
 i   
 0   0 
   

Expanding (3.38) leads to
(3.39)



 i


i    i cos i 


  i sin i 
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where (3.39) shows the angular velocities of the ducts, expressed in the duct-attached frame.
Substituting (3.39) into (3.36) leads to the following
(3.40)

 0   I   cos  

i
  i ri i


hri   0    I i ri  i 

 

 ri  
0
 I i 


In order to calculate the gyroscopic moments on the UAV, (3.40) needs to be transformed into
the body frame as follows
(3.41)

 I   cos  
 i ri i
i

  R R  I i ri  i 
i
i 

i 1

I i  ri


2

Trg

where Trg  3 stands for the total gyroscopic moments generated by the tilting rotors, and is
expressed in the body frame. (3.41) can be expanded and shown as follows
 I  



 I  
r1

1

T

rg



1

r1

cos  cos   I   sin  sin 

1

1

1

1

r1

1

1

 I   cos  cos 

1

r2

2

2

2

1

1

r1

1

1

2

r2

2

sin  cos   I   cos  sin   I   sin  cos 
1

1

1

r1

1

1

1

2

r2

2

 I   sin  sin 

2

I   cos   I   cos 
2

r2

2

2

2

 I 
1

r1

2

2

sin   I 
1

2

r2

2

2

1

r2

 I   cos  sin 
2

 I 

2

2

sin 

r1

1

 I 

1

2

r2

sin  cos 
2

2

2

 I 
1

sin  cos 

r1

cos  cos 
1

1

 I 
2

r2

cos  cos 
2

2







(3.42)

As explained before, another moment is applied to the UAV as a reaction to the tilting torques on
the duct. This moment is expressed as below

T

(3.43)


 
 I (
 d 1  2 ) 


 1  
 2 ) 
  Id (


0



where I d is the duct moment of inertia.
The next external moments to calculate are the moments caused by the upward forces produced
by the rotors. According to (3.29), these moments are achieved as
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(3.44)

 0 
 

  Li  (R R  0 )
i
i 
i 1
T 
 i
2

Trr

where Li  3 denotes the positions of the rotors ( i  1,2 stands for the right and left rotor,
respectively), expressed in the body frame, and is shown as
(3.45)

 s 
 i 

Li   li 
 
 hi 

The next external moment stems from the unique design of the considered UAV. Due to the
lateral tilting angles of the ducts, the drag forces produced by the blades also generate a unique
external moment. This moment can be formulated as follows

Trb

(3.46)

 0 
 0 




 R R  0   R R  0 
1
1 
2
2 

 c T 

 p 1
cpT2 

where

cp

is an aerodynamics constant. The reason of the different signs of the moments in (3.46)

originates from the fact that the right propeller rotates counterclockwise, while the left one
rotates clockwise. (3.46) can be expanded as follows

Trb

(3.47)

 cT cos  sin   cT cos  sin  
 2
2
2
1
1
1 

 
cT1 sin 1  cT2 sin 2



cT
cos

cos


cT
cos

cos


 2
2
2
1
1
1

Therefore, the external forces and moments on the UAV can be exhibited as follows
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 lT1 cos 1 cos 1  hT1 sin 1  lT2 cos 2 cos 2  hT2 sin 2  cT2 cos 2 sin 2  cT1 cos 1 sin 1 


 hT sin  cos   T s cos  cos   T s cos  cos   hT sin  cos   cT sin   cT sin  
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2 


 lT sin  cos   T s sin   T s sin   lT sin  cos   cT cos  cos   cT cos  cos  
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1





Vu  
 T sin  cos   T sin  cos  


 1
1
1
2
2
2 




T

R (, ,  
T1 sin 1  T2 sin 2








T1 cos 1 cos 1  T2 cos 2 cos 2 






(3.48)

The equations governing the dynamics of the UAV are complete and displayed as below
M (q )q  C (q, q)q  G (q )  V  d (t )

(3.49)

q
q   r
 q t

(3.50)





M
M   r
 0

(3.51)

0 

M t 

C 
C   r 
 0 

(3.52)

 0 
G   
Gt 

(3.53)

where q, Mr, Mt, Cr, and Gt have been previously defined, and d(t)  6 is a time varying vector
with no constraint on. Therefore, such a vector can represent disturbances and other external
forces and moments which are not taken into account.
As follows from (3.48), the vector representing the external forces and moments on the system is
highly nonlinear and coupled. It is understood from (3.48) that the system is not in the controlaffine form. The task of taking such a system into the control-fine form is so challenging as
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(3.48) is a nonlinear equation in terms of control inputs. There is no theory to predetermine
whether a solution exists to such an equation. In order to decouple the states and control inputs
and turn the system into the control-affine form, the following change of variables is proposed.
T1 sin 1 cos 1  u1

(3.54)

T2 sin  2 cos  2  u 2

(3.55)

T1 cos 1 cos 1  u 3

(3.56)

T2 cos  2 cos  2  u 4

(3.57)

T1 sin 1  u 5

(3.58)

T2 sin 2  u 6

(3.59)

Further, it’s required to show that the actual control inputs can be retrieved from the new-defined
variables. Using (3.54-3.59), the actual control inputs can be obtained as below
u1
u3

(3.60)

 tan 1

Therefore
(3.61)

u
1  tan1( 1 )
u3

The same can be done for 2 as follows
(3.62)

u
2  tan1( 2 )
u4
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u1
u5

(3.63)

 sin 1 cot 1

Taking on (3.60) and adopting some trigonometric relations result as follows
u1
u5



1
 u 2
1   3 
 u1 

(3.64)

cot 1

Thus 1 is computed as follows

 u 2

 u1 1   3 
 u 

1
1  cot1 
u5



2

(3.65)










can also be calculated similarly to 1 as below
(3.66)



 u 2 

 u2 1   4  
 u2  


2  cot1 

u6







Hence, four of the actual control inputs which are the tilting angles have been calculated so far.
Further, the two remaining control inputs can be achieved from (3.58-3.59) and (3.65-3.66) as
follows
(3.67)

 u 2
u1 1   3 
 u1 
cot 1 
u5

Thus
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1  cot2 1 

1
sin2 1

1

(3.68)


 u 2 

u 21  1   3  

 u1  

u 25

Substituting (3.68) into (3.57) yields the following




1
T1 

2
2
 1  u 1  u 3

u 25


(3.69)





  u 5




Therefore

T1  u5 1 

(3.70)

u21  u32
u25

Employing the same procedure as for T1 , T2 is extracted as below

T2  u6 1 

(3.71)

u 22  u 4 2
u 26

Hence, the actual control inputs can be retrieved using the presented mapping shown above.
Substituting (3.54-3.59) into (3.48) results as follows

I3

Vu  
 0

 lu3  hu5  lu4  hu6  cu2  cu1 


 hu  hu  su  su  cu  cu 
2
3
4
5
6 
 1

  lu  lu  su  su  cu  cu 
0
1
2
5
6
4
3 



u1  u2

RT (, , )  


u5  u6




u3  u4



(3.72)

(3.72) can be rewritten as below
(3.73)

Vu  Rf Nu

where N  66 and shown as follows
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(3.74)

 c c l l
h
h 


 h h s s c c 


 l l c c s s 

N  
 1 1 0
0
0
0 


0 1 1 
 0 0 0


1
0
0 
 0 0 1

and
(3.75)

I3

0


Rf  
T
 0 R (, , )

(3.76)

 u1 
 
 u 
 2 
 u 
u   3 
 u4 
 
 u5 
 
 u6 
N

and Rf are of rank six, therefore, they’re invertible. It follows from (3.73) that the differential

equations governing the dynamic of the UAV have been taken into control-affine form by
exploiting the change variables proposed in (3.54-3.59).
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, the dynamic properties of the considered UAV were introduced. The energy
method was utilized to derive the dynamic equations of the UAV from the ground up. It turned
out that due to the high degree of nonlinearity and coupling of the system’s states and control
input, the system is not in the control-affine form. Therefore, an appropriate change of variables
was proposed to take the system into the control-affine form. Further, it was demonstrated that
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the actual control inputs to the system are retrievable from the newly defined control variables.
At this point, the dynamic equations form is suitable for a controller design.
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Chapter 4: Nonlinear Adaptive Robust Control
In this chapter, A nonlinear controller is designed for the system using the differential equations
governing the dynamics of the system, developed in the chapter two. In order to cope with
uncertainties of the system, the designed nonlinear controller is improved to a nonlinear robust
controller.

4.1 Introduction
Feedback loops are designed to attenuate the unfavorable effects of uncertainties. However, the
dynamics of the closed-loop system are mostly more complicated that open-loop systems’.
Despite the initial purpose of many feedbacks is stabilization, unsuitable feedback controllers
can cause a smaller stability region which is a contradiction. For instance, a feedback controller
design based on a linearized model of a nonlinear system can dramatically decrease the region of
stability of the actual nonlinear system
From the control perspective, robustness is a quality assuring a satisfactory performance of the
closed-loop system under some imposed unfavorable and uncertain conditions. In the process of
robust control design, a feedback system is designed for a known plant called “nominal plant”,
affected by uncertainties representing the characteristics of the actual plant. In a prevalent
notation, the nominal plant is denoted by G and the uncertainty by  . Given G , the design
process is reduced to building a controller assuring the stability of the closed-loop system for any
 of a predetermined admissible family of uncertainties.

Linear robust control forms a great portion of robust control theory, assuming that the nominal
plant is linear. Structured and unstructured uncertainties, dynamic and memoryless uncertainties,
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time-invariant and time varying uncertainties are among a wide range admissible uncertain
systems coped with linear robust theory. Diverse methods of measuring the magnitude and size
of uncertainties have resulted in various robust control strategies such as L1, H  , and so forth.
Despite the impressive performances of linear robust controller for linear systems, the family of
uncertainties much be picked out large enough to sprawl the nonlinear behaviors of actual
systems. One of the momentous downsides of this strategy is that known existing nonlinearities
of systems are overlooked, and also usually leads to design of conservative robust controllers. An
evident way to fight this is to consider the nominal plant nonlinear, and try to design a nonlinear
robust controller, which is one of the purpose of this thesis.
The frequency domain is the quintessence of the linear robust theory, however, it doesn’t
constitute a considerable portion of the nonlinear robust theory. Considering the nature of
nonlinear systems, state space methods have been pervasively adopted for nonlinear systems.
Lyapunov min-max approach is one of the earliest methods employed for nonlinear robust
control [113], [114]. It’s notable that the quadratic stability approach used for uncertain linear
system can be classified as a subcategory of this method [115], [116]. Later on, nonlinear H
approach was introduced by game theory [117] and dissipativity [118], [119], [120]. The context
of input-to-state stability has been eventually posed in [121] which can be related to state space
Lyapunov stability [122], [123], [124], [125].
The existence of a Lyapunov function is both a sufficient and necessary condition for the
stability of a nonlinear system. Despite all the difficulties in finding suitable Lyapunov function
in general, it has been comprehensively employed for analyzing the stability of nonlinear
systems. At first, Lyapunov stability theory was developed and adopted for stability analysis of
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systems without any input. Nevertheless, appropriate Lyapunov functions can be utilized for
designing purposes, that is, a control law is selected such that the rate of Lyapunov function gets
negative [126], [127], [128]. The same as the previous case’s, finding a a candidate Lyapunov
function is the sufficient and necessary condition for a nonlinear robust design. It’s notable that
the Lyapunov control function is a special case of robust control Lyapunov function, which not
only can lead to the extraction of a control law, it also can cope with systems’ uncertainties
[129].
In this chapter, first a control Lyapunov function is selected for the system and non-robust
controller is designed to satisfy tracking purposes. Further, as the system is subject to a great deal
of disturbances, the chosen control Lyapunov function is promoted to become a robust control
Lyapunov function to deal with uncertainties as well. Further, it’s shown that in order to achieve
an asymptotic stability, the proposed nonlinear robust controller needs to be adaptive.
4.1.1

Stability and Lyapunov Functions

The investigation of the stability is absolutely essential in the study of dynamical systems. One
commonplace tool to study the stability of dynamical systems was founded by a Russian
mathematician named Lyapunov. Lyapunov stability theory provides a strong method to
investigate the stability of equilibrium points, and it also plays a momentous role in diverse
nonlinear control methods. Lyapunov stability theory presents sufficient conditions under which
the asymptotic stability of a system is proven. It also can be employed to show boundness of the
solution for systems with no equilibrium point.
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Definition 4.1 The equilibrium point x=0 for a system governed by x  f ( x, t ) where
f : D   0     n , and D   n

is said to be stable at t 0 if

for any R>0, there exists

r=r(R,t0)>0 such that if x(t0 )  r , then x(t )  R for all t  t0 .
This kind of stability implies that system trajectory can be kept arbitrary close to the origin if it
starts off it sufficiently close. [130] is used to present definition 4.1.
Definition 4.2 A scalar continuous function V (x , t ) : D   0     where D   n is said to be
positive definite if V(0,t)=0, t   0   and V(x,t)>0,  x  0 , t   0   . More details and
discussion can be found in [130].
Such functions are used to construct Lyapunov functions in order to investigate the stability of
dynamical systems. The stability of dynamical systems and Lyapunov functions are connected
by several theorems one of which is presented below.
Theorem 4.1 Let x=0 be an equilibrium point for a nonlinear system of the form x  f ( x, t )
 f 

where f : D   0     n is piecewise continuous in t and the Jacobian matrix   is bounded
 x 
on D, and D   n . Let V (x , t ) : D   0     be a continuously differentiable function such

1 ( x)  V ( x, t )   2 ( x, t )
V V

f ( x, t )   3 ( x )
t x
 t  0 and  x  D , where 1 ( x) ,  2 ( x) and  3 ( x ) are three continuous positive definite

functions on D. Then x=0 is uniformly asymptotic stable. The mentioned theorems can be found
in detail in [130].
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Although Lyapunov stability theory provides a strong tool to study systems, finding a suitable
Lyapunov function is a challenge and not always possible. Apart from the role of Lyapunov
functions for investigating the stability of systems, they also can be used to design controllers for
dynamical systems. Such functions are called Control Lyapunov Functions (CLF). [131].
Definition 4.3 For a control-affine nonlinear system, that is, x  f (x )  G (x )u where x  n is the
state vector, u  m is the control input to the system and f , G are continuous functions of
appropriate sizes. The control design using a control Lyapunov function is defined as
constructing a control law of form u  k (x ) such that infu  LfV (x )  LGV (x )u  (x )   0 .
Consequently the closed loop system has an asymptotically stable equilibrium point at x  0 .
where (x ) is a design parameter is chosen based on the requirements of the problem, and the
control Lyapunov function is a C 1 , proper positive definite function V(x) : n   .
However, finding a control Lyapunov function can be quite difficult from system to system and
it’s even possible to determine if there exists such a function for a given system. However.
4.2

Nonlinear Adaptive Control

The second order differential equation, governing the dynamics of a physical system, affine with
respect to the control input and uncertainty can be shown as follows

(4.1)

x  f (x , x )  G (x , x )u  H (x , x )P

 n denote the system states; u   m stands for the control input; P   p represents
where x, x
the uncertainties vector, and f , G , H are known nonlinear function of appropriate sizes. The
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objective is to extract a control law enabling the system to track a desired state, and also to
derive an updating law, estimating the uncertainties such that the extracted control law can
utilize them.
The tracking error can be defined as follows
(4.2)

e  x  xd

It’s worthwhile noting that the dynamical equations of physical system derived using Lagrangian
method are originally second-order. Taking them into state-space form represented by first-order
equations, makes the problem more complex and also increases the degree of underactuatedness. The reason for that is, as a system is taken into state-space form, more states are added to
the system while the number of control inputs doesn’t change. To avoid this, a measure of
tracking error is defined as follows
(4.3)

Q  e  1e

where 1  n n is a positive definite matrix, and e stands for the time-derivative of the tracking
error. Based on the characteristics of the system shown in (3.1), and considering the presence of
uncertainties, the following Lyapunov function is proposed
(4.4)

1
1
V  QT Q  PT P
2
2

  p stands for the estimated error denoted by
where P
uncertainties vector yet to be calculated.
Taking time-derivative of (4.4) leads to
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P  P  Pˆ

; where

Pˆ

is the estimated

(4.5)


V  QTQ  PT P

Employing (4.1-4.3), (4.5) turns into
(4.6)


V  QT ( f  Gu  HP  xd  1e)  PT P

Using the definition of the estimation error gives
(4.7)


V  QT ( f  Gu  HPˆ  xd  1e)  PT H TQ  PT P

In order to make (4.7) negative, the following estimating law is suggested
(4.8)


P  HTQ

Substituting (4.8) into (4.7) leads to
(4.9)

V  Q T ( f  Gu  HPˆ  xd  1e)

For a fully actuated system, the matrix G has a full rank, therefore the following control law can
be proposed
(4.10)

u  G 1 ( 2Q  f  HPˆ  xd  1e)

where 2  n n is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Hence, (4.9) becomes
(4.11)

V  QT 2Q

which is negative semi definite matrix. The reason for
presence of

P

V

being semi negative is due to the

is the definition of V. Taking integral from both sides of (4.11) results in


2

V (0)  V ()   min ( 2 )  Q dt , where min (2 ) stands for the smallest eigenvalue of  2 .
0
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Since V  0 , V (0)  V ( ) is bounded. Consequently, Q  L2 . It also can be concluded from
(4.3) that Q  L . Therefore, lim Q  0 which implies lim e(t )  0.
t 

t 

It was shown that using the type of control law (4.10) and updating law (4.8) can guarantee
asymptotic stability of a system of the form (4.1). However, the system (4.1) is in a general form
and doesn’t reveal the challenges and difficulties of practical cases like those of aerial vehicles.
The explained method will be modified and utilized for the studied UAV in the subsequent
sections.
4.3 Nonlinear Control Design

The goal of this section is to design a nonlinear controller to enable the UAV to follow a given
desired path as well as achieving a desired attitude. It’s assumed that the UAV is not subject to
any external disturbances in this section. Therefore, adopting the dynamic equation extracted in
the previous chapter, the following equation represents the dynamics of the UAV:
A whole tracking error vector including all the translational and rotational errors is defined as
follows
(4.12)

M (q )q  C (q, q)q  G(q )  Vu

where all the components of (4.12) have been introduced in the previous chapter.
The tracking error vector including all the translational and rotational errors is defined as follows
(4.13)

e  qd  q

where qd  6 stands for the desired states. A new measure of error is also defined as below
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(4.14)

Q  e  1e

where e  R6 is the rate of the error and 1  R66 is a positive definite matrix. To extract a control
law, the following Lyapunov function is proposed
(4.15)

1
V  QTQ
2

Taking time-derivative of (4.15) leads to the following
(4.16)


V QTQ

Using (4.12), (3.73) and (4.13-4.14), (4.16) can be expanded as follows
(4.17)

V  QT  1  qd  q   qd  M 1Rf Nu  M 1C  M 1G 

A well-defined control law is proposed as follows
(4.18)

u  N 1Rf 1M   2Q  1  qd  q   qd  M 1C  M 1G 

where 2  66 is a positive definite matrix. Substituting (4.18) to (4.17) results in the following
(4.19)

V  QT 2Q

It follows from (4.19) that Q  L . It’s also concluded that V (0) V ()  max (2 )



0

Q(t ) dt .

Since V is negative, Q  L2 . It can be learnt from (4.14) that Q  L . Thus, based on the above
explanation lim Q (t )  0 , which according to (4.14) and considering the fact that 1 is a positive
t 

definite matrix gives lim e(t )  0 . Therefore, the control law defined in (4.18) guarantees that the
t 

tracking error converges to zero, and the UAV will be able to follow any desired trajectory.
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4.3.1

Simulation results

Several computerized simulations using Matlab and Simulink have been conducted to exhibit the
performance of the controller. It is worth mentioning that as the asymptotic stability of the
proposed controller has been demonstrated mathematically, the performance of the controller for
any desired initial condition and tracking mission is guaranteed. The physical parameters used to
simulate the UAV are shown in the following table.

Table 1. Physical parameters of the UAV

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

m

6.5kg

Izz

0.249kg.m2

g

9.8m/s2

l

0.675m

Ixx

0.204kg.m2

h

0.8m

Iyy

0.296kg.m2

s

0.10m

The first set of the simulation is conducted to investigate the behavior of the UAV and its
controller while its objective is to hover at different pitch angles. The initial conditions of the all
states are assumed to be zero. The controller gains are as follows: 1   2  2 I 66 .
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Hover at 30 degrees

Figure 5. Pitch angles of the UAV V.S the reference signal

Figure 6. Right longitudinal tilting angle
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Figure 7. Left longitudinal tilting angle

Figure 8. Right lateral tilting angle
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Figure 9. Left lateral tilting angle

Figure 10. Thrust force generated by the right duct
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Figure 11. Thrust force generated by the left duct
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Hover at 60 degrees

Figure 12. Pitch angle

Figure 13. Right longitudinal tilting angle
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Figure 14. Left longitudinal tilting angle

Figure 15. Right lateral tilting angle
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Figure 16. Left lateral tilting angle

Figure 17. Thrust force generated by the right duct
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Figure 18. Thrust force generated by the left duct

The behavior of the UAV as well as the performance of the nonlinear controller have been
shown in Figs (4-17) for two different hovering scenarios. As clear in the figures, the control
signals are smooth and there doesn’t exist any sharp and unrealistic change in the control signals.
It’s worth mentioning that the controller tries to reach the same longitudinal tilting angles in the
opposite direction as the UAV’s pitch angles. Therefore, the ducts are always vertical and spend
less energy to fight gravity. It can be observed in Figs (5-6) and Figs (12-13).
The next scenario is a three dimensional trajectory as well as controlling the USV’s attitude. The
goal is for the UAV to fly from the initial condition of q 0T   0 0 0 0 0 0  to

qdT  
 4


3



cos(0.1t ) sin(0.1t ) 0.1t  . The simulation results are presented below

5
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Figure 19. 3-D flying trajectory of the UAV

Figure 20. Pitch angle
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Figure 21. Yaw angle

Figure 22. Roll angle
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Figure 23. Right longitudinal tilting angle

Figure 24. Left longitudinal tilting angle
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Figure 25. Right lateral tilting angle

Figure 26. Left lateral tilting angle
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Figure 27. THrust force produced by the right duct

Figure 28. Thrust force produced by the left duct

As seen in figs (18-27), the tracking purposes have been fully satisfied and the UAV could
follow the desired trajectory and reach the desired states.
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4.4 Nonlinear Adaptive Robust Control
A nonlinear controller was proposed for the system in the previous section. However, it doesn’t
account for uncertainties and disturbances. Therefore, in this section, two different control laws
leading to two different robust strategies accounting for disturbances are proposed.
4.4.1

Nonlinear Robust Control Design

The dynamic equation of the UAV subject to disturbances was extracted as below
(4.20)

M(q)q  C(q,q)q  Rf Nu  d(t)

where d(t) is an unknown disturbance. It’s assumed that d(t)   . At first it is assumed that  is
available.
To proceed with the process of the design, the following Lyapunov function is proposed, and the
tracking error is defined as e  q qd
(4.21)

1
V  QTQ
2

where Q has been previously defined in (4.14). Taking time-derivative of (4.21) leads to the
following
V  QT  1  qd  q   qd  M 1Rf Nu  M 1C  M 1G  M 1d 

(4.22)

The controller input u is decomposed into two parts: the first part is utilized to satisfy the
tracking purposes and the second part is employed to fight disturbance. The following vector is
also defined for the sake of simplicity
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(4.23)

u  M 1Rf Nu

Since the matrices M , Rf , N are invertiable, u can be retrieved using (4.23).

(4.24)

u  u1  u2

Substituting (4.23-4.24) into (4.22) results in the following
V  Q T  1  qd  q   qd  u1  M  1C  M  1G   Q T u 2  Q T M  1d

(4.25)

As the control input has been broken down into two parts, the first control law is proposed as:
(4.26)

u1  2Q  1 qd  q   qd  M 1C  M 1G

Using (4.26), (4.25) turns into the following
(4.27)

V  QT 2Q  QT u2  QT M 1d

(4.27) is rearranged as follows
V   min (2 ) Q

2

(4.28)

 QT u2  QT d

where min(.) stands for the smallest eigenvalue of  2 which is a symmetric positive definite
matrix, and
(4.29)

d  M 1d

Adopting the Young’s inequality ( xT y   x

2



(4.28) can be rewritten as follows
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1
y
4

2

, where

 is a positive real number),

V   min ( 2 ) Q

where



2

 QT u2   Q

2



(4.30)

1 2

4

represent the upper bound of d , and  is a positive constant. It follows from the nature

of the matrix M which is formed by some constants and sinusoidal function that M has an upper
bound. The second part of the control law is proposed as follows
(4.31)

u2  Q

Therefore, (4.30) becomes
V   min ( 2 ) Q

2



(4.32)

1 2

4

As follows from the Lyapunov stability theory, the objective is to make the rate of the Lyapunov
function negative. Therefore, the goal is to reach V   Q

 min ( 2 ) Q

2



1 2
   Q
4

2

for some positive

.

Thus
(4.33)

2

which gives

Q

2



(4.34)

2
4(min (2 )  

Alternatively

Q 

(4.35)


2 (min (2 )  



(4.35) implies that for the set   Q  n Q 




Q  ,
Q




 , V   Q
2 ( min (2 )   




2

. Hence, when

the negative rate of the Lyapunov function casues Q to decrease to enter the ball in which

doesn’t belong to  anymore. Thus, the rate of Lyapunov function becomes positive or zero
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in that ball. As a consequence, Q starts increasing to enter  and diminishes again upon the
entrance in  . Based on the above explanation, using the control laws (4.26) and (4.31),
demonstrates the stability of the system in the Lyapunov sense. It requires to shrink down the
ball as much as possible for obtaining a better performance from the controller. It follows from
(4.35) that the radius of the ball depends on both



and min(2) . The former is dictated by the

disturbance and is not manipulatable. However, the radius of the ball can be shrunk down by an
appropriate choice of 2 .
One of the downsides of the proposed strategy in the current section is that a good understanding
and knowledge of the imposed disturbance on the system is required to determine  which can
be restrictive. In addition, although the discussed ball can be shrunk down, it cannot be expunged
completely which can compromise the performance of the controller in sensitive and precise
missions. To resolve the mentioned issues, and adaptive nonlinear robust controller is proposed
in the next section.
4.4.2

Adaptive Nonlinear Robust Control Design

The equations governing the dynamics of the UAV are shown in (3.20), where, as mentioned
before d(t) is an unknown disturbance. It’s assumed that d(t)   , however on the contrary of
the previous section  is not available this time. Therefore, along with extracting a control law, an
updating law must be also adopted to estimate  .
(4.36)


 ˆ
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(4.37)

e  q  qd

(4.36) indicates the estimation error of  . To design an adaptive robust controller, the following
Lyapunov function is proposed
(4.38)

1
1
Vr  QTQ  2
2
2

where Q has been previously defined in (4.14). Taking time-derivative of (4.38) leads to the
following
Vr  Q T  1  qd  q   qd  M  1R f Nu  M  1C  M  1G  M  1d   


(4.39)

To satisfy tracking purposed and also cope with uncertainties, the controller input u is
decomposed into two parts as follows
u  M 1Rf Nu

(4.40)

u  u1  u2

(4.41)

Substituting (4.40-4.41) into (4.39) results in the following
Vr  QT  1  qd  q   qd  u1  M 1C  M 1G  M 1d   QT u 2  


(4.42)

(4.42) can be rearranged as follows
V  QT  1  qd  q   qd  u1  M 1C  M 1G   Q T M 1d  Q T u 2  


(4.43)

As the control input has been broken down into two parts, the first control law is proposed as
below
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(4.44)

u1  2Q  1 qd  q   qd  M 1C  M 1G

where 2 is a positive definite matrix. Using (4.44), (4.43) turns into the following
(4.45)

V  QT 2Q  QT u2  QT M 1d  


As seen, the first part of (4.45) is negative. Therefore, the second control law must be selected
such that (4.45) becomes completely negative.
(4.46)

V  Q T  2Q  Q T u 2  Q T M  1d  


Since d(t) is an unknown vector, (4.36) is used to replace it as follows
V  Q T  2Q  Q T u 2  Q

M 1

(4.47)


 (ˆ  )   

By a simple algebraic manipulation, (4.47) is rewritten as follows
V  QT 2Q  QT u2  Q M 1 ˆ  (  QT M 1 )

(4.48)

Based on (4.48), the following adaptive law is proposed to estimate the disturbance bound
(4.49)

  Q T M  1

Thus, (4.48) turns into the following
V  Q T  2Q  Q T u 2  Q

(4.50)

M  1 ˆ

The second control law is proposed as follows to fight the disturbance
(4.51)

2

u2  

ˆ2 M 1 Q
ˆ Q M 1  (t )

where (t ) is an arbitrary function that belongs to L1. That is
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0

(4.52)

(t)dt  

By substituting (4.51) into (4.50), the following is obtained

V  min (2 ) Q

2

 Q M

1

ˆ 

ˆ2 M 1

2

Q

(4.53)

2

ˆ Q M 1   (t )

where min(2) stands for the smallest eigenvalue of 2 . (4.53) can also be rearranged as follows

V  min (2 ) Q

2



ˆ2 M 1

2

Q

2

 ˆ2 M 1

2

Q

2

 Q M 1 ˆ   (t )

(4.54)

ˆ Q M 1   (t )

(4.54) can be simplified as follows

V  min (2 ) Q

2



Q
ˆ Q

(4.55)

M 1 ˆ (t )
M 1   (t )

Recalling an algebraic inquality for real positive a and b ( ab  a ), (4.55) can be rewritten as
a b

follows
V  min (2 ) Q

2

(4.56)

  (t )

It is required to conclude Q  L . Taking integral of both sides of (4.56) gives


2

(4.57)



V ()  V (0)  min (2 ) Q dt   (t)
0

0

Using the property of  (t ) presented in (4.52)


2

min (2 ) Q dt  (V (0) 
0

(4.58)



0  (t ))  V ()
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It follows from the property of  (t ) presented in (4.52) that (V (0) 



0

 (t )) is bounded. (4.56) also

implies that V is negative for large t’s which results in V (0)  V () . Therefore, it is learnt
considering the definition of Lyapunov function that the right side of (4.58) is bounded which
gives



0

2

Q dt is bounded. Hence it is construed that Q  L2 . As stated in the previous section

Q  L . Based on the presented explanation and employing the Barbalat lemma suggest that
lim Q(t )  0 which

t 

implies lim e(t )  0 .
t 

Therefore, it was proven that adopting the control laws (4.44), (4.51), and adaptive law (4.49)
guarantees the stability of the closed loop system in the presence of unknown uncertainties and
satisfy tacking purposes. It’s worthwhile stressing that no information or knowledge of the
uncertainty and its bound was used in the designed robust controller.

4.4.3

Simulation Results

Several computerized simulations are conducted in this section to make a comparison between
the non robust and robust nonlinear controllers. The simulations have been run in the presence of
disturbance. d (t )  5 sin(t ) is imposed on the system as the external disturbance. The amplitude of
the true torque applied to the UAV (the top three components of Rf Nu in (4.9)) ranges
approximately from +5 to -5. Therefore, the amplitude of the chosen disturbance is about 100%
of the applied torque to the UAV which is a reasonable choice. The controller gains for the
adaptive robust controller are as follows: 1  20 I 66 ,  2  10 I 66 , (t )  10e 0.1t .
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Pitch Hover at 30 degree

Figure 29. Robust UAV's pitch angle

Figure 30. Nonrobust UAV's pitch angle

Figure 31. Robust roll angle

Figure 32. Nonrobust roll angle
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Figure 33. Robust yaw angle

Figure 34. Nonrobust yaw angle

Figure 35. Robust longitudinal tilting angle of the right duct

Figure 36. Nonrobust longitudinal tilting angle of the right
duct
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Figure 37. Robust longitudinal tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 39. Robust lateral tilting angle of the right duct

Figure 38. Nonrobust longitudinal tilting angle of the left
duct

Figure 40. Nonrobust lateral tilting angle of the right duct
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Figure 41. Robust lateral tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 42. Nonrobust lateral tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 43. Robust force produced by the right duct

Figure 44. Nonrobust force produced by the right duct
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Figure 45. Robust force produced by the left duct

Figure 46. Nonrobust force produced by the left duct
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Pitch Hover at 45 degree

Figure 47. Robust UAV's pitch angle

Figure 48. Nonrobust UAV's pitch angle

Figure 49. Robust roll angle

Figure 50. Nonrobust roll angle
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Figure 51. Robust yaw angle

Figure 52. Nonrobust yaw angle

Figure 53. Robust longitudinal tilting angle of the right duct

Figure 54. Nonrobust longitudinal tilting angle of the right
duct
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Figure 55. Robust longitudinal tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 56. Nonrobust longitudinal tilting angle of the left
duct

Figure 57. Robust lateral tilting angle of the right duct

Figure 58. Nonrobust lateral tilting angle of the right duct
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Figure 59. Robust lateral tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 60. Nonrobust lateral tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 61. Robust force produced by the right duct

Figure 62. Nonrobust force produced by the right duct
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Figure 63. Robust force produced by the left duct

Figure 64. Nonrobust force produced by the left duct
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Hover Pitch at 60 Degree

Figure 65. Robust UAV's pitch angle

Figure 66. Nonrobust UAV's pitch angle

Figure 67. Robust roll angle

Figure 68. Nonrobust roll angle
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Figure 69. Robust yaw angle

Figure 70. Nonrobust yaw angle

Figure 71. Robust longitudinal tilting angle of the right duct

Figure 72. Nonrobust longitudinal tilting angle of the right
duct
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Figure 73. Robust longitudinal tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 74. Nonrobust longitudinal tilting angle of the left
duct

Figure 75. Robust lateral tilting angle of the right duct

Figure 76. Nonrobust lateral tilting angle of the right duct
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Figure 77. Robust lateral tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 78. Nonrobust lateral tilting angle of the left duct

Figure 79. Robust force produced by the right duct

Figure 80. Nonrobust force produced by the right duct
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Figure 81. Robust force produced by the left duct

Figure 82. Nonrobust force produced by the left duct

Figs (29-83) exhibit the performance of the robust controller versus the non-robust controller. All
the figures on the left correspond to the robust controller, and the ones on the right are associated
with the non-robust one. As expected, the robust controller is able to satisfy the tracking
purposes. Moreover, all the required control inputs are smooth and bounded. As demonstrated
analytically, the performance of the robust controller is guaranteed irrespective of the reference
signal. Therefore, the controller is successful in all the simulated cases. However, the non-robust
controller fails to control the system in the presence of disturbance. As observed from the
figures, the control signals issued by the non-robust controller cause instability in most cases. It
emphasizes the importance of a robust design for such a system. It is also worthwhile noting the
convergence in the robust case is asymptotic.
Due to the full column space of the control matrix, the controller can enable the system to track
any desired trajectory. It is worth mentioning that many simulations were conducted among
which the simulations above were selected. The control system performance was successful in all
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the simulations, and the analytical results were numerically verified. Theoretically speaking, the
controller can handle any kind of disturbances. However, as it follows from (4.51), sharp
changes in the disturbance require sharp control signals which may saturate the actuators.
Moreover, the function  (t ) is used to eliminate the actuators chattering. The chattering stems
from the fact that as the asymptotic stability is being achieved, the sign of tracking error may
change. However, using  (t ) can remove the mention chattering. Since  (t ) belongs to L1 , it
vanishes gradually with time. Therefore, changes in the type of the disturbance (mathematically
speaking, changes in function governing the disturbance) after  (t ) vanishes can cause the
actuators to chatter unless  (t ) gets reset. One practical way to cope with this chattering is to use
chattering detectors to determine when to reset  (t ) . Nevertheless, the chattering of the
controller diminishes the life span of mechanical components of the actuators.

A more comprehensive maneuver is considered to verify the performance of the robust controller
in the next simulation. The same gain matrices and function were used for each controller as
given in the previous section.
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Figure 83. UAV trajectory in X direction

Figure 84. UAV trajectory in Y direction
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Figure 85. UAV trajectory in Z direction

Figure 86. Pitch angle
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Figure 87. Roll angle

Figure 88. Yaw angle
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Figure 89. Right longitudinal tilting angle

Figure 90. Left longitudinal tilting angle
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Figure 91. Right lateral tilting angle

Figure 92. Left lateral tilting angle
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Figure 93. Thrust force produced by the right duct

Figure 94. Thrust force produced by the left duct

There are two results in each plot representing the performances of both regular nonlinear
controller and robust non-linear controller for the same experiment. As seen in the figures (8495), the performance of the robust controller is excellent and the results are smooth. However, as
obvious in the figures (red plots) using the same disturbance, the non-robust nonlinear controller
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exhibits a poor performance and becomes instable at some points which emphasizes the stress
the importance of designing a robust controller.

4.5 Summary
Three nonlinear controllers were designed for the UAV to enable it to follow any desired
trajectory. A suitable Lyapunov function was proposed for each controller and different control
laws, and adaptive laws were extracted to demonstrate the stability of the closed-loop system.
The first controller doesn’t account for uncertainties and disturbances. However, the next two
controllers are robust to uncertainties and disturbances. It was assumed that the uncertainty
bound is available in the design process of the first robust controller. Nevertheless, as discussed
more comprehensively, the achieved closed-loop stability was merely in the sense of Lyapunov.
To obviate this issue, an adaptive nonlinear robust controller was proposed and designed to
achieve asymptotic stability and remove the restrictive assumption of having the uncertainty
bounds.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future work
In this thesis, adaptive control of nonlinear mechanical systems was considered. At first, the
equations governing the dynamics of the UAV used as the case study were derived. A change of
variables was proposed to turn the complex dynamic equation of the dual-ducted UAV into the
control-affine form. Further, an adaptive nonlinear robust controller was designed to enable the
UAV to follow tracking missions. The asymptotic stability of the proposed controller was also
analytically demonstrated. It was assumed that the UAV was subject to unknown disturbances.
Therefore, in addition to extracting control laws, an adaptive law was also obtained to estimate
the bound of unknown disturbance. To verify the analytic results, many computerized
simulations were also run to exhibit the asymptotic stability of the controller. The simulation
results showed the capabilities of the designed controller to enable the UAV to follow a desired
trajectory as well as accounting for unknown disturbances.
5.1 Contribution
The contribution of the current thesis can be listed as follows:
1. Proposing a change of variable turning the system into the control-affine form: Due
to the novelty of the design, there is not much previous work on such a system in the
literature. One of the most recent works done on this particular UAV is a PhD thesis
completed in 2012 by Amiri [14]. She defined a new set of control inputs and designed
controllers based on the defined control input. However, she doesn’t present any mapping
from the defined control inputs to the actual control inputs. Nevertheless, using an
appropriate change of variable in this thesis, the system taken into the control-affine form
and as the result, controllers are deigned based on the actual inputs to the system.
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2. Designing adaptive nonlinear robust controller accounting for time changing
disturbances: Due to the nature of any flying vehicles, disturbances are crucial to be
addressed. Specifically, disturbances become time-varying as the system is supposed to
fly in spaces with obstacles. Time-varying presence of aerodynamic phenomenon such as
wall and ground effects becomes more accentuated as they are applied to the system in an
on and off fashion. Therefore, it is imperative for any controller designed for UAV
designed to be robust to time-varying disturbances. However, the previously robust
methods applied to such a UAV don’t offer an asymptotic stability [14]. This can be
posed as a red flag, since a slight amount of error in the performance of such a
maneuverable and high-speed UAV can be catastrophic. The adaptive nonlinear robust
controller proposed for this UAV can handle any bounded time-varying disturbance
without any knowledge of the disturbance boundary. Further, the proposed controller
offers a global asymptotic stability.
5.2 Future Work
In general, control of nonlinear systems can be absolutely complicated. The problem gets
even more complicated when it is assumed that the states of the system are not measurable.
One approach to handle such a situation is by designing nonlinear state observers. The area
of nonlinear state observers, particularly adaptive ones is still open and dynamic. There exists
no systemic approach to designing adaptive state observes.

Given the explanation, the

following steps for future work are suggested:
1. Adaptive Output-feedback Control: in many practical cases, is not always possible to
measure all states of the controlled system. Hence, it becomes of great importance to be
able to control the system only using measurable outputs. One way to handle such a
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problem is to design a state observer. However, such a problem is so challenging in case
of nonlinear systems. A brief explanation presented below to highlight some of its
challenges:
Despite it is not prevalent to provide equations in the future section, the importance of the
issue dictated to present some analytical explanation. The governing equations of the general
nonlinear mechanical system of the control-affine form can be shown as below

x  f ( x)  G( x)u  H ( x) p

(5.1)

y  h( x)
where x   n stands for the system’s states; u   m is control input; y   q is the system
output; p   p denotes the unknown uncertainties vector, and

f , h, G , H

are known

nonlinear functions of appropriate sizes. A typical observer for such a system can be
proposed as follows

xˆ  f ( xˆ )  G ( xˆ )u  H ( xˆ ) pˆ  k ( y  yˆ )  w(t )
yˆ  h( xˆ )

(5.2)

where xˆ   n stands for the observer’s states; yˆ   q is the observer output; pˆ   p denotes
the estimation of the uncertainties vector; k is a design parameter, and w(t ) is to be defined
properly by the designer. To proceed with the design, the following Lyapunov function can
be proposed
(5.3)

V  eT Se  p T p
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where S is a positive definite matrix and e, p are the observing and parameters estimation
errors defined as follows
e  x  xˆ

(5.4)

p  p  pˆ

(5.5)

As the goal of the section is to provide merely some brief explanation about the problem’s
challenges, detailed mathematical process is avoided. However, considering (5.1-5.2) and
(5.4-5.5), it follows directly that taking time-derivative of (5.3) produces a term which is a
function of the product of ep in the equations. Such a term is composed of two unknown
vectors and becomes problematic in the process of observer design. It is one of the reasons
that designing adaptive observes for nonlinear system is still an open problem. Hence, it is
suggested to design an observer-based nonlinear adaptive robust controller as future work.
2. Adaptive Optimal Control: It is well known that proposing an appropriate Lyapunov
function is one of the most pervasively used ways of designing controllers for nonlinear
system. However, due to the nature of such a method, there always exists many options to
select control laws satisfying Lyapunov requirements. Therefore, it is proposed to
synthesize Lyapunov control functions with a defined cost function to select suitable
control laws and adaptive laws minimizing a desired cost function among all available
alternatives as one of the next steps.
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